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Executive Summary

MILITARIES HAVE FOUND a persistent need to establish units that are detached from the conventional force structure to address discrete challenges. Detached units provide policymakers and senior commanders with the ability to directly oversee critical tactical activity. Historically, these units have been employed to carry out strategic reconnaissance, raiding and interdiction, fomenting rebellion and insurgency, working with partnered forces, high-risk and high-profile operations that require the greatest possible assurance, and tasks where secrecy is vital. To accomplish these tasks, special forces have tended to select members from the conventional military who are able to work independently, are creative, have additional non-military skills such as languages, and are highly proficient in a range of military specialisms. This limits the size of special forces units, because only a minority within a military are suitable. How these forces are prioritised is therefore an important operational question; they cannot be surged at short notice.

For much of the 20th century, special forces have worked at the seams of the battlefield. During the War on Terror, the blending of military and intelligence practices, the need to work in a range of complex environments, and the demand for high levels of assurance have all placed special forces at the tip of the spear as the forefront of NATO’s military effort. The result has been the refinement of the counterterrorism raiding function. But the tempo of operations raises questions about the readiness of special forces to reprise some of their other functions as the world returns to an era of great power competition. While the US can use mass to address this tension, smaller states are liable to find their special forces increasingly stretched and cannot readily expand their number. This report therefore provides an assessment of the likely future demands on special forces to assess how they can be optimised for the future operating environment.

The report concludes that the future operating environment will be characterised by the diversification of military actors and increasingly transnational conflict. Even when states confront one another this is likely to result in widely dispersed attacks and may lead to conflict in third countries. This is partly to avert the risk of major escalation. Given the anticipated proliferation of non-state actors, however, fighting transnationally is likely to require a detailed understanding of complex human communities in order to avoid drawing in additional groups to the fight, or to direct these groups against an adversary. Special forces, with a licence to adopt a covert posture, are likely to be critical in entering, assessing and operating in these cluttered competitive environments.

At the same time, however, retaining a covert posture will become increasingly difficult. The ubiquity of sensors means that forces dedicated to covert work will need to build an active cover and plan operations over a much longer timeframe than the high-tempo activity characterised by the War on Terror. Selecting personnel for such work from veteran special forces operators
is likely to prevent having a sufficiently diverse force to sustain a credible covert posture. For this reason, covert strategic reconnaissance and enablement is likely to need to increasingly be carried out by dedicated units with differentiated selection processes.

The need to make the covert posture of some units more robust does not supersede the need for the physical attributes necessary for conducting long-range patrolling to conduct extended approaches to objectives. The revolution in sensors that is making covert activity harder is also pushing back the enablers that have allowed special forces to rapidly approach and engage targets. In great power conflict, therefore, special forces will need to conduct operations against strategically significant targets while fighting unplugged, from both communications and supporting echelons. This will place a much greater emphasis on their endurance and ability to work unsupported. However, it also demands a step change in how commanders use special forces, since the accustomed oversight of such operations that has developed over the past two decades will be dangerous to maintain. The physical attributes necessary for such work mean that these activities will likely need to be carried out by different personnel from those pursuing covert action.

Both covert activity in dense human terrain and long-range patrolling in austere environments share a common feature that is different to special forces activity during the War on Terror. Rather than being the most enabled part of the force, special forces are likely to become a key enabler of the joint force. Building relationships and situational awareness in complex human environments will be vital if conventional forces are to enter theatre and operate without antagonising and coming into conflict with local actors. Similarly, locating, identifying and degrading the long-range stand-off that prevents conventional forces from having freedom of manoeuvre will be vital to allow sufficient mass to enter areas of intense competition to change the facts on the ground.

Few of these conclusions would come as a surprise to members of the special forces community. But for the past 20 years, special forces have often been employed where conventional forces could have performed the task with comparable ability. This has often been for political convenience rather than operational necessity. If special forces are to be able to perform the tasks that may be demanded of them, however, they will need to prepare novel tactics to evade detection and achieve the desired effects. Policymakers will need to be prepared to commit special forces without an expectation of maintaining sustained tactical control of operations. Special forces are likely to be more important in the future operating environment, but precisely for that reason policymakers will need to be more discerning about when they are committed.
Introduction

On the final day of the 1991 ground campaign of Operation Desert Storm, General Norman Schwarzkopf delivered a lengthy briefing to the press setting out the strategic approach, operational trade-offs, tactical dispositions and ultimate outcomes of the fighting. During the Q&A session, a reporter remarked that ‘you went over very quickly the special operations folks; could you tell us what their role was?’ In contrast to the openness of the rest of the briefing, Schwarzkopf replied that ‘we don’t like to talk a lot about what the special operations do’. He went on to say they provided liaison with Arab units, conducted strategic reconnaissance, oversaw combat search and rescue and ‘did some direct action, period’.

For anyone familiar with the challenges of exercising command and control over a multilingual coalition, the importance of identifying and knocking out critical infrastructure and the political necessity of destroying Iraq’s transporter erector launchers used to fire ballistic missiles at Israel, it is undeniable that special forces played an important role in the Gulf War. Nevertheless, like many wars of the 20th century, one could write a quite serviceable, if incomplete, history of Operation Desert Storm without reference to special forces. Since their inception during the Second World War, special forces have largely performed tasks at the periphery of a war effort. Their special status has stemmed from their unconventional skills and approaches, ability to operate with limited support, detached from the traditional echelon structure, and with discretion. They have been exceptionally useful but rarely decisive.

A history of the War on Terror, by contrast, that failed to deal in considerable detail with special operations would be incomprehensible, let alone incomplete. From the initial partnered effort with the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan and the high-tempo raiding of Task Force 145 against Al-Qa’ida in Iraq, to the killing of Osama bin Laden and the campaign alongside Iraqi and Syrian regulars and irregulars to retake ground from the Islamic State, special forces have

---

2. Ibid., 34:10.
periodically led the main effort for NATO operations for the past 20 years. They have become the first and primary response to a wide range of threats, leading to concerns that they have become chronically overstretched. Indeed, as Hy Rothstein has argued, while the high tempo of operations has led to much greater proficiency, it may also have inhibited the mindset among special forces for unconventional activities that once defined the special operations community. That mindset shift arguably raises concerns about special forces’ readiness to reprise some of their historical roles against hostile state actors. Once defined by an ability to work outside the military echelon structure, special forces today, as General Raymond Thomas, commander of the US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), told the Senate Armed Services Committee in 2017, ‘are more than simply interoperable with the Services ... we are truly interdependent’. In response to this concern, the US has shifted a large proportion of USSOCOM personnel to confront hostile state actors. The US has the mass to do this, although whether the operational tempo of these units can be paired back, given the breadth and scale of standing commitments, remains to be seen. For smaller nations the challenge is arguably greater.

This strain is exacerbated by the perception of special forces among the policy community. Seeking assurance, policymakers have become accustomed to using special forces in conjunction with air power as their foremost military tool, even where conventional forces might be entirely appropriate. Furthermore, since the public perception of special forces is centred upon the counterterrorism sub-set of their functions, awareness of what special forces may need in a new era of great power competition is limited. For example, there is an understandable push to increase the codification and oversight of special forces activity. Although this may be justified while these operations remain the primary line of military effort, the recommendations may harm the viability of special forces in some of their other functions. This point has rarely entered the debate. Furthermore, because so much of what has traditionally been the remit of special

---

forces is not recognised in this discourse, it becomes difficult to discuss the trade-offs in not committing special forces to the current counterterrorism mission. While the employment of special forces for conventional activities may be politically convenient, that does not necessarily make it strategically wise.

The purpose of this report is twofold. First, it aims to place the role of special forces in the context of why they were created and the breadth of tasks for which they are best suited. It attempts to provide policymakers with an accessible reference point for the ways in which special forces have been used historically and how adversaries are increasingly likely to use them. This task is largely descriptive rather than analytical but is an important starting point for understanding which tasks special forces are best able to address and which conventional forces struggle to carry out. Conversely, this also helps to clarify those tasks for which conventional forces are appropriate and therefore where the use of special forces may be understood as an indulgence. These points are covered in Chapter I.

Second, the report aims to assess how the future operating environment is likely to change the way in which special forces pursue many of their missions. It endeavour to identify the challenges that changes in the operating environment are likely to create for the training and structuring of special forces units. This is necessarily analytical. Chapter II is concerned with identifying the relevant trends in the future operating environment, while Chapter III explores what this may mean for special forces units.

The report uses a range of methodologies. First, it is necessary to explain the terminology employed. Different countries use a variety of terms for ‘special forces’. Some of the distinctions reflect nation-specific institutions, such as the US Army Special Forces. Some terms, such as ‘Tier One’, have a series of constitutionally specific connotations reflecting where a special forces unit fits into a national chain of command. The delineation between units for the responsibility of covert operations, for instance, is different in the US, the UK, France, Israel, Iran and Russia, reflecting constitutional differences as much as operational considerations. Other terms, such as ‘special operations forces’ (SOF) or ‘special purpose troops’ (spetsnaz), are exceedingly broad, and not only refer to special forces but also to conventional units that enable them on a routine or ad hoc basis. To adopt wholesale a specific national nomenclature would be to prejudice the analysis by baking in assumptions about delineations of responsibility that would inhibit what is a conceptual discussion. Furthermore, much of the public information about the delineation between units within national structures is either out of date or misleading, and these details are not supplied in this report.

The report therefore adopts its own nomenclature. ‘Special forces’ refers to unconventional military units subject to higher levels of training and screening that are detached from the conventional force structure. It does not refer to highly skilled military trade specialists such as explosive ordinance disposal engineer units or elite assault troops such as paratroopers,

marines and rangers, who sometimes help special forces units. When these wider forces are discussed, they are collectively referred to as SOF. Where the study is referring to specific units, such as the US Army Special Forces or Spetsgruppa Alpha, these will be indicated by name.

The analysis for this work is conceptual but informed by historical research. A conceptual approach is necessary to provide the freedom to consider changes in the operating environment without having to detail the implications for a specific nation’s doctrine. This approach therefore avoids the inadvertent disclosure of sensitive information or publication of misleading information as to how individual nations conduct operations. Chapter I is based on a survey of historical special forces operations and divides these into the drivers for why special forces were employed rather than conventional units. This means that several of the drivers of special forces activity discussed in Chapter I may apply simultaneously to certain missions. A counterterrorism mission may be covert, for instance, but the reasons for special forces having a counterterrorism role and a covert role are distinct.

Chapter II provides an assessment of the future operating environment that is necessarily concerned with projection rather than empirical historical data. The survey is based on a literature review of economic, demographic, political and military analysis and an assessment of technological trends to arrive at some projected characteristics of the future operating environment. The emphasis is on the elements of these projections that appear to intersect with the conduct of the special forces missions identified in Chapter I. Chapter III comprises an analytical reconciliation between the changed context within which special forces must pursue their missions and the manner in which special forces will need to operate. There is a limit to the extent to which a conceptual study can be specific in making recommendations, therefore, in its Conclusion, the report tries to set out conceptual challenges that institutions will need to address.
I. Surveying the Use of Special Forces

TO BETTER UNDERSTAND special forces, it is necessary to appreciate the unique policy challenges that lead to their formation. Militaries are hierarchical organisations with a strong drive to standardise procedure and ensure a high level of assurance in delivering specific tasks. Doctrinal military solutions to problems are therefore often manpower intensive and inefficient, especially when confronted with problems that do not fit within the conventional repertoire of the force. Furthermore, the need to manage scale and complexity leads to the creation of echelons, which in turn creates bureaucracy. Assigning a portion of the force to address a new problem is often slow because it creates changes and resource tensions throughout the echelons between the commander and the tactical unit assigned the task. For this reason, throughout history, policymakers wanting a unit dedicated to resolving specific problems have often created detached units under their direct supervision unconstrained by the structures of conventional forces. These units are often not ‘special’ because of their unique abilities, but rather by virtue of their place within the military structure: they give strategic or operational commanders the ability to direct highly tactical activity. At the same time, however, liberated from the conventional military structure, these forces often rapidly deviate from standard equipment, procedure and culture to optimise for the particular problem that they were created to address. Once the original task is completed it can be very difficult to re-amalgamate these forces into a conventional force. They tend therefore to either be disbanded or where they have a sponsor, adapt to find new roles; indeed, adaptability can be a trait they market to policymakers. This is a vital context in which to understand special forces,

because the structures that surround them are rarely the product of deliberate design, but rather an attempt to make coherent a series of adaptable and adapting units. It is the fact that these units can be assigned by strategic and operational echelons to confront new tasks that makes them of enduring value to the military. One might think that troops who are defined by adaptability are difficult to pin down as to their role. In practice there are a number of functions that – while pursued in a range of ways – have persistently led to the creation of dedicated forces. This chapter seeks to set out the relationship between the tasks for which special forces have been created and the policy drivers that lead these tasks to be assigned to special units.

**Strategic Reconnaissance**

Ascertaining the key features of terrain, environment and enemy dispositions is critical to all military planning and is therefore a continuous task to which units across a military formation contribute. This includes the gathering of intelligence, conduct of reconnaissance with dedicated assets, and the deployment of reconnaissance troops who precede units to try and understand the ground and the enemy. There is also the collection of reports from all subordinate units and their fusion by intelligence staff to try and build a picture of the battlefield beyond one’s own forces. Collectively this may be understood to comprise the operating picture from which commanders seek to plan. However, any given plan will have certain criteria that must be met if it is to succeed. These critical criteria constitute specific pieces of information that may or may not have been addressed through general reconnaissance. Where critical information is missing, filling in these gaps in knowledge becomes vital and is elevated to strategic reconnaissance justifying the dedication of units to find the necessary answers. Filling these knowledge gaps is not only necessary for military planning but is often vital for obtaining permission from policymakers to carry out an operation.

There are an array of organic technical reconnaissance capabilities available at higher echelons, but there are also many questions that must ultimately depend on getting a human in position to observe a point of interest. Against an adversary that is familiar with technical reconnaissance capabilities and is actively practising deception, or in pursuit of questions that relate to human sentiment or behaviour, there is not yet a better solution than inserting human operators who have an ability to interpret what they are sensing with a broad contextual understanding of people and warfare.

Inserting personnel to answer questions of strategic importance is extremely sensitive and dangerous. In the first instance, if an adversary catches reconnaissance personnel scouting a particular site, this will flag it as an area of enemy interest, potentially revealing a commander’s

intentions. This risk is heightened if the scouts are captured, interrogated and divulge information. Avoiding detection often requires the employment of sophisticated insertion capabilities such as mini-submersibles or high-altitude, low-opening parachute drops. It may also require significant technical proficiency in communications and emplacing surveillance equipment. Alternatively, if penetrating human terrain, it may require linguistic proficiency and the adoption of a civilian profile. Strategic reconnaissance operations must be small, both to reduce their signature and because the point is to send a minimal resource to establish whether a greater allocation of resources to a task is viable and sensible. Thus, personnel conducting strategic reconnaissance will need to be highly self-motivated and able to function effectively without the support, enablement and mutual protection afforded by conventional military formations. They must be able to perform technically complex tasks while knowing that failure not only means death, but likely means to die alone, or face capture and possible torture. Their deployment will often demand long marches across arduous terrain or swims through rough seas. In this context it becomes highly apparent why these tasks are not given to conventional forces. Undetected infiltration demands creative methods of entry, and the need to avoid detection and capture also means that commanders wish such tasks to be carried out by troops who have been specially selected and received specialist training in order to have the highest assurance of success. The strategic reconnaissance mission has set many of the standards for physical and psychological endurance that special forces units require from candidates joining their ranks.

Interdiction and Raiding

In warfare, logistics constrain the extent of the possible. Destruction and interruption of supply can cripple an adversary’s capacity to manoeuvre, degrade the predictability of operations, and cede the initiative. The threat of small, mobile and aggressive bands of troops able to penetrate enemy-held territory and wreak havoc on supply bases, convoys, critical infrastructure and weak

22. Consider the need to reconnoitre the beaches for D-Day, and what the discovery of these efforts may have revealed about Allied planning. See David Abrutat, Vanguard: The True Stories of the Reconnaissance and Intelligence Missions Behind D-Day (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2019).


units is rarely in itself decisive. However, in diverting resources from the main line of effort, slowing manoeuvres and constraining choice, such activity can enable operational defeat.

The critical element of raiding is that it must be asymmetric. The aim is to force the enemy to expend more energy and resources in preventing a raid than the power conducting the raid expends in carrying it out. The raiders therefore cannot be heavily equipped and enabled but must instead act in small groups with considerable independence and a mobile and organic capacity to achieve destruction disproportionate to their size. Russian operational analysis has concluded that it takes 20 platoons of conventional forces to protect a force’s rear area from one platoon of raiders. This is consistent with the ratios required in a range of counterinsurgency campaigns against guerrillas, such as in Malaya. This raiding function, as typified by the Long-Range Desert Group during the British campaign in North Africa, can be highly effective and often places an adversary on the horns of a dilemma.

There are three elements to the interdiction and raiding function that lend themselves to special forces. First, units conducting these activities must be confident to prosecute attacks quickly and to operate in small units without the capacity to escalate if confronted by superior forces. They must be highly self-dependent. If they require substantial enablement in this role then they are failing to efficiently perform this function. This is perhaps best demonstrated by contrasting the Long-Range Desert Group’s effective and persistent raids against German airfields and other bases in North Africa with the Chindit campaigns in Burma. The former saw a self-contained force operate independently to achieve disproportionate damage while making few demands upon conventional forces. The latter was initially conceived to achieve a similar effect, since Orde Wingate envisioned penetration warfare as forcing the enemy to fight in multiple directions and so dissipate their strength. The first Chindit operation in 1943 arguably achieved this, drawing in large numbers of Japanese troops to contain the brigade, while having

28. The Soviet Union planned extensively to use partisans and raiders inserted behind enemy lines to accelerate the exhaustion of invading forces. See Mark Galeotti, Spetsnaz: Russia’s Special Forces (Oxford: Osprey, 2015), pp. 6–10.
modest logistical needs, and thereby led to the more ambitious second operation. The second, which was much larger in scale, necessarily fixed the Chindits to logistics hubs that could then be concentrated against and attacked. The second operation drew in more enabling resources from the Indian Army and was consequently deemed far less successful.

The agility demanded of small raiding forces to avoid being caught by enemy sweeps means that these units tend to have erratic and unconventional planning cycles, and the absence of staff work directing their movements makes it extremely difficult to integrate them into the military structure supporting conventional units. These tasks therefore tend to be assigned to detached units such as ‘special purpose’ troops in Russia that are tasked with ‘special reconnaissance actions’. The lack of structured staffing and tempo also protects these troops from being predictable to the enemy. These missions can require distinct skill and equipment sets such as desert driving, skiing or amphibious operations. Raiding requires creativity and confidence and troops assigned to these missions often become increasingly unconventional the longer they are tasked with such duties. When combined with strategic reconnaissance so that raids strike operationally significant targets, raiding can play a critical role in enabling the wider force to have freedom of manoeuvre. An example of this might include the SAS raid that destroyed Argentine aircraft on Pebble Island during the Falklands conflict, since aircraft operating from the Falklands had much greater time on station with which to threaten the British Task Force.

Fomenting Resistance and Insurgency

Operating across an expanse such as the Sahel or the dense forests of Eastern Europe may provide a highly permeable front, enabling irregular forces to interdict and raid the enemy at scale. However, this is not always possible, either because of a disparity in the scale of forces available to each side, or the constraints of the terrain inflicting a high rate of attrition on friendly forces, or the political constraints of mounting direct attacks on an enemy. For some or all of these reasons, states have routinely sought to encourage and enable civilians, armed groups and the remnants of defeated security forces to actively attack and attrit enemy units occupying ground. The effect of these acts of resistance and insurgency is similar to interdiction and raiding, except that they tend to be carried out where the enemy interfaces with a population rather than when they traverse unpopulated terrain. However, from the point of view of the

---

40. This is a good example of an attack that had an operational significant impact. See Cedric Delves, *Across an Angry Sea: The SAS in the Falklands War* (London: Hurst, 2018), pp. 131–74.
patron state fomenting resistance and insurgency, this activity requires fundamentally different skills and support structures from interdiction and raiding.

Fomenting resistance and insurgency requires networks within the target geography that are organised and willing to receive support from external forces. The patron state provides aid by delivering training either in or out of the operational area, weapons and technical expertise, communications equipment and finance to commanders, and will in many contexts provide political cover in international forums as well as conduct wider information operations to legitimise the struggle of those resisting another power. Examples include support that the Soviet Union provided for North Vietnam and the international Coalition support to resistance in territory controlled by the Islamic State. It must be noted that campaigns of resistance and insurgency usually depend upon mobilising significant numbers of relatively poorly trained forces which are likely to be killed in large numbers. The French Resistance, for example, killed at most 35 members of the 15,000-strong Das Reich Division in June 1944, suffering hundreds of dead in return. Reprisals by enemy forces can also make the civil population hostile to insurgent or resistance personnel and if an enemy is prepared to be indiscriminate the cover provided by the civilian population can evaporate very quickly. Alternatively, where insurgents have popular legitimacy and some military proficiency they can often tie down large numbers of enemy forces, inflict widespread damage, and even in some contexts set the conditions for strategic defeat by forcing the adversary into an attritional struggle against an enemy without a clear centre of gravity and against whom victory conditions are ambiguous while the legitimacy of the struggle at home can be called into question. Insurgency alone will rarely deliver victory but can set the conditions for it by conventional forces.

41. For example, British special forces entering France under Nazi occupation were largely dependent upon the French resistance for protection, even if the latter was largely dependent upon the special forces for access to weapons and training. See Julian Jackson, France: The Dark Years, 1940–1944 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001); Olivier Wieviorka, Histoire de la Resistance, 1940–1945 (Paris: Perrin, 2013); Robert Gildea, Fighters in the Shadows: A New History of the French Resistance (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2015).
There are a number of military tasks in fomenting resistance and insurgency that lead to the employment of special forces. First, while almost always conducted in close collaboration with intelligence services, there are clearly military skills that are required to foment an insurgency. The first is a familiarity with the weapons and military equipment with which insurgents are to be provided and for which they require training. It is likely that personnel also need a certain proficiency with these weapons and confidence in commanding small teams, because insurgent forces will want to be reassured that the equipment and techniques they are being taught to employ work and that their teachers know what they are talking about. A second set of military skills relate to command and control. If it is accepted that insurgency can set the conditions for victory but rarely in itself delivers it, there is often a need to coordinate operations supporting insurgent forces with those of conventional units either delivering stand-off effects or preparing larger military operations. There is therefore a need to be familiar with military communications and to be able to coordinate with military structures.

There are three reasons these activities are the preserve of special forces as opposed to conventional troops. First, there is often a need for language and cultural skills that demand additional training and do not constitute the standard expertise of military units. Second, operating in support of insurgents is highly perilous. Some insurgent groups will have been penetrated by the enemy. Multiple insurgent groups may be at cross purposes and competing factions may view outsiders with periodic hostility. Insurgents will routinely interface with criminals, because they share many techniques for moving material into an area of operations without detection and are one and the same in the eyes of the enemy state. Yet criminals often pose a direct physical threat to the forces working with insurgents and expose them to moral corrosion. There is therefore a need for the military personnel to have strong contextual judgement and to be able to self-administer amid uncertain friends. This places troops under a distinct set of psychological pressures that are well outside the conventional military experience where reliance on comrades is paramount. Third, the political and reputational risks of exposure of these kinds of operations, as well as the legal risks associated with enabling forces that historically have always had a mixed appreciation for international humanitarian law, creates a need for special oversight measures and a level of discretion that would be problematic if expanded to encompass conventional forces.

Although military support to fomenting insurgency often relies on special forces personnel, it is not always conducted by military special forces units. This is because there is often a need for deniability in operations that could risk direct escalation against another state, and because supporting insurgents using irregular warfare techniques over which a patron state has limited control can expose military personnel to legal risk. Given the need for detailed political awareness and relationships, many countries subordinate such activities to their intelligence agencies. The CIA, for instance, pursues such activities through its paramilitary Special Activities

Division. Although this organisation may draw heavily on military special forces for its personnel, its operatives are not soldiers. Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) Quds Force represents another model, essentially creating an external action service that can draw on military personnel but also on non-military specialists to create what might be conceived as interdepartmental task forces for fomenting revolution abroad. Exact structures depend on constitutional arrangements, but for such operations to be successful they must invariably see military and intelligence personnel working in close collaboration.

**Partnered Operations**

Partnered operations are different from fomenting resistance and insurgency in that rather than enabling a partner to asymmetrically harass an adversary, these try to enable and assist a partner in performing conventional military operations. For this reason, this task is not the sole preserve of special forces and given the scale at which it must often be carried out there has been a drive to deliver partnered operations with conventional forces. This is reflected in the creation of the Specialised Infantry Group in the UK and Security Force Assistance Brigades in the US, which are conventional units structured to deliver training.

There are also several reasons why special forces have often been favoured for delivering partnered operations and why they are likely to continue to have a role in them. In the first place, trainers with language skills and cultural awareness are exceedingly valuable in partnered operations. Special forces – because their personnel can be removed from the usual constraints of military career structures – are less likely to frequently rotate around assignments and can build up extensive experience in a given theatre of operation. A further reason to employ special forces is that a partner may be reluctant to be seen to be receiving assistance or to appear dependent and it is therefore necessary to deploy troops who are able to operate with an appropriate level of discretion. Trainers also need to function in very small teams and

53. As in the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Quds Force operations in support of the Houthis in Yemen, conducted by Iranian personnel using mainly Yemeni, and in some cases Iraqi passports
sometimes in high-threat environments, which requires different training from conventional forces used to manoeuvring in larger formations.

Another aspect of special forces training is that they can often build relationships with and work alongside partner special forces, which in less capable militaries can constitute an island of military effectiveness. This has allowed special forces to get on the ground and work with partners quickly in crises. For instance, when the Islamic State seized 40% of Iraqi territory in 2014, previous international training delivered to the Iraqi Counterterrorism Service by NATO special forces paid dividends as almost the only component of the Iraqi Army that could conduct effective offensive operations. In such crises special forces are also often better able to build relationships quickly compared with conventional forces because of the assistance they can give a partner through directing air support and other assets that require additional training, specialist equipment and connections with a Joint Staff that would normally be divided across several positions in a conventional unit. This work is disproportionately carried out by experienced troops and non-commissioned officers (NCOs). Within the career system of conventional units, it is difficult to withdraw NCOs from their duties without causing harm to the soldiers who would normally be under their charge. Conversely, if a unit is formed purely of NCOs, it will struggle to sustain its strength, as it is dependent upon other units transferring personnel into it. This is a recipe for the provision of less able personnel, since units will endeavour to retain their better NCOs. Special forces, because of their unusual selection and career structure, can often avoid these dilemmas.

A further consideration is that because insurgency and resistance can set the conditions for success but cannot deliver it, insurgencies that wish to achieve victory must transition into more conventional forces. Alternatively, in a failed or weak state following the outbreak of fighting there may be competing centres of gravity and it may be unclear who could be partnered. Both potential and suitability need to be assessed. In either of these scenarios it is likely that special forces will have a relationship with the partner force, either because they have been instrumental in supporting the insurgency or because they have been conducting strategic reconnaissance to assess which forces may be most suitable to support. Given the importance of interpersonal relationships and trust in any partnered operation – but especially in those supporting quasi-state or semi-conventional forces – states will often find it best to continue a special forces mission because these troops have already established the relationships and can most quickly adjust their posture. Whether this delivers the best results in the long term and maintaining a low profile in Sana’a.

55. The importance of special forces in coordinating air strikes in support of Iraqi forces is a good example. See Becca Wasser et al., The Air War Against the Islamic State: The Role of Airpower in Operation Inherent Resolve (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2021).
57. For example, the importance of preliminary meetings in finding partners in Afghanistan. See Steve Coll, Ghost Wars: The Secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin Laden (London: Penguin, 2005).
if a patron fails to transition to a conventional force deployment is debatable, but it must be recognised that the early entry – and often late exit\(^58\) – of special forces exerts a gravitational hold on their involvement in even prolonged partnered operations.

**Covert Operations**

Covert activity should be understood as comprising operations that, if they can plausibly be tied to a state, would harm a state’s operational interests. This may be because its disclosure could expose sources and methods of infiltration that, once exposed, could prevent future operations being conducted in a similar manner, as with Israel’s and the US’s Operation *Olympic Games* targeting Iran’s nuclear programme.\(^59\) Some of the activities already described in this report would likely be covert in character. Operations to train and equip insurgents to fight an adversary with whom a state was not at war would likely be conducted covertly.\(^60\) Most strategic reconnaissance is necessarily covert because of the risk of alerting an adversary to intentions. Sabotage of infrastructure and targeted killing of adversaries belonging to hostile terrorist or state actors is usually pursued by covert forces, with a good example being Israel’s clandestine war with Iran.\(^61\) There is also a range of operations where – although the identity of the perpetrator may be apparent to the adversary – ambiguity as to what can be proven publicly can mitigate escalation risks and dampen the need for an adversary to retaliate.\(^62\) Covert operations therefore provide states with the ability to engage in kinetic diplomacy to message deterrence thresholds and intent without spilling over into direct armed conflict. Covert operations are usually subject to special legislation, allowing for distinct oversight mechanisms to safeguard security.

Covert operations cannot be widely conducted by conventional forces, for several reasons. First, the need for secrecy demands that the personnel dedicated to these missions undergo extensive screening, maintain a high level of discretion at all times, and are subject to thorough and consistent security monitoring.\(^63\) This is because the disclosure of the identity of covert operatives, even when they are not conducting covert operations, can provide a set of indicators that allows them to be tracked and therefore enables enemies to disrupt

---

operations. The organisations tasked with covert operations must also be shielded from penetration by hostile intelligence services that could provide early warning as to their activities or betray the techniques that enable covert operatives to infiltrate and exfiltrate safely. This counterintelligence burden cannot realistically be applied to an entire conventional force because to do so would be prohibitively expensive, laborious and injurious to the personnel involved. It is therefore more realistic to have a small cadre responsible for these activities in order to limit the burden of security. Furthermore, trying to apply a high standard of secrecy on general military activity would make recruitment difficult, oversight impossible, and would undermine civil–military relations.64

Second, in order to gain approval for covert operations, governments want a high level of assurance that they will remain covert. This demands that those carrying them out do so with a high degree of proficiency. There is therefore an increased training burden for those implementing covert operations, since the risk of exposure is harmful and keeping activity covert often precludes many of the most assured military methods. Indeed, many of the techniques of covert warfare are distinctly sub-optimal in conventional operations as they sacrifice efficacy in order to avoid detection or leaving a trace. It would therefore be counterproductive to train conventional forces in many of these techniques.

Clandestine Operations

The difference between covert and clandestine operations is not binary, since it partly reflects the perceived interests at stake. Furthermore, it can be desirable for specific audiences to know but not be able to prove, or merely suspect, covert action, as a part of deterrence messaging.65 Nevertheless there is a distinction worth drawing. Covert operations tend to require a high level of secrecy before execution and to ensure that who perpetrated the action is ambiguous as far as the public is concerned afterwards. State victims of covert action will often know who was responsible, but may not be able to prove this publicly, or may be strongly disinclined to do so. There are tasks, however, that demand military skills but which a state cannot afford to be traceable to its personnel.66 This category of operation can be classified as clandestine operations. To merit being a clandestine operation, it is assumed that the disclosure of these activities would inflict strategic harm to a state’s interests. To illustrate the distinction between covert and clandestine operations, consider the sabotage of a transformer station in Pessac, France, in 1941 in the Special Operations Executive’s (SOE) Operation Josephine B in contrast to Operation Postmaster, carried out on 14 January 1942, in which British operatives entered the Spanish port of Santa Isabella on the West African island of Fernando Po and cut out an Italian and German ship, along with a barge.68 Both of these operations involved the infiltration

67. TNA, HS 6/347, ‘JOSEPHINE B: Sabotage of Transformer Sub-Station at Pessac’.
of specially trained operatives to conduct military activity against enemy forces. However, *Josephine B* was carried out in occupied France. It was a covert mission because secrecy was important for its success and in protecting the personnel and methods that had made it possible. But exposure would have been an operational setback, not a strategic disaster. By contrast, Operation *Postmaster* was a violation of Spanish neutrality and if British involvement could have been proved may have provided Spain with a *casus belli* to enter the war on the side of the axis. This would have been a major and disproportionate setback for the Allies. It was therefore essential that the operation could not be traced to Britain and that there was no evidence of its forces being behind the raid or plausible alternatives.

Where covert activity is often operating close to the boundaries of acceptable conduct, the majority of clandestine activity is explicitly a violation of international norms and law. The fact that states practise clandestine operations, however, does not suggest that they place no value on international law. Instead, their recognition that breaching certain thresholds, norms or laws would constitute a strategic harm is precisely why such operations are clandestine and not pursued openly. Furthermore, the high risk involved and the difficulty of avoiding both detection and subsequent attribution means that for activity to be clandestine it can only be pursued on a small scale. Given that warfare is a competitive activity for high stakes and that breaching certain norms and laws on a limited basis can provide tactical opportunities for success, it is to be expected that states will continue to maintain forces able to operate in this manner. For states that choose not to have such capabilities it is vital that they understand that other states will employ such methods and that they equip themselves to detect and thereby cause such efforts to fail. If such activities are uncovered but go unpunished, it is likely that they will drift from the clandestine to the covert arena and in doing so become more prevalent.

Clandestine operations are rarely carried out by a state’s military because of the strategic risks involved. They are usually approved by the most senior political leadership and carried out by organisations that are disconnected from the conventional military chain of command. Indeed, militaries place a great deal of emphasis throughout the training of their officers on adherence to rules and norms of behaviour. Military violence is supposed to be directed, and because clandestine operations are almost always a breach of norms and laws, officers are often hostile to them. Thus, they are usually not conducted by special forces, or if they are, then those units made available for clandestine work are usually separated from the main body of special forces and operate under a unique arrangement with other government agencies. Many clandestine operations require personnel who are highly proficient in military skills. For example, a British strategic reconnaissance operation against a Russian cruiser in 1956 saw the intelligence services make use of Lieutenant Commander Buster Crabb, an expert naval diver. The trained personnel that populate the structures dedicated to clandestine activities often
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come from special forces.\textsuperscript{71} Once drawn into a clandestine organisation, these personnel will undergo additional training and be subject to additional vetting and scrutiny.

**High-Risk and High-Profile Operations**

Many of the operations outlined above involve a high level of risk to the operators, and in the case of covert and clandestine operations there is often a significant degree of risk for the state’s interests if the operations go awry. It therefore makes sense that special forces should be tasked with those jobs that require hyper-proficiency in certain military skills. Perhaps somewhat ironically, however, the history of the hyper-proficient special forces unit owes less to the clandestine and covert world and rather to its opposite. In the 1970s there was a significant increase in international terrorism, exemplified by the massacre of the Israeli Olympic team in Munich in 1972.\textsuperscript{72} The failure of the German police in freeing the hostages – in front of the world’s media – convinced many countries of the need to have specialist counterterrorism units able to clear buildings, discriminating between targets and civilians in the face of significant scrutiny.

These high-stakes operations required military units to be able to function with the precision of a scalpel and to dominate the most complex of environments – urban terrain – without recourse to the massive firepower that conventional doctrine used when fighting in built-up areas.\textsuperscript{73} It called for novel tactics, incessant drilling, the closest of teamwork and meticulous planning. Special forces became the kernel around which these capabilities would be developed around the world. UK special forces achieved global recognition for their success in the 1980 Iranian Embassy Siege, among others,\textsuperscript{74} but the debacle at the Dubrovka Theatre in Moscow in 2002 highlighted the risks of these operations.\textsuperscript{75} The death of so many hostages caused severe political blowback.\textsuperscript{76} The public nature of these operations places special forces in a difficult position given their parallel mandate for covert activity.

\textsuperscript{71} For example, a high proportion of personnel of Israel’s targeted killing units were originally either in the Israeli Defence Forces’ special forces units Sayeret Matkal or Flotilla-13. See Ronen Bergman, *Rise and Kill First: The Secret History of Israel’s Targeted Assassinations* (New York, NY: Random House, 2018).


Furthermore, high-risk special forces counterterrorism operations are necessarily carried out in a civilian context, often under the supervision of the police. This opens up a range of complex issues. For example, most counterterrorism operations call for the use of hollow point ammunition because this reduces the risk of overpenetration of the target, which might risk the lives of civilians behind the target. The use of hollow point ammunition, however, is specifically prohibited in war by the Hague Conventions.\(^77\) This is not an insurmountable problem—clearly counterterrorism operations in support of a civil power are not operations in war—but it is indicative of the complexities that arise when employing military units for such roles. The situation is further complicated in the context of military counterterrorism operations carried out in war zones.\(^78\) In many countries therefore, counterterrorism has often taken tactics developed by special forces units and created parallel bodies within the law enforcement agencies able to perform these missions. This is typified by Germany’s GSG 9,\(^79\) France’s GIGN (Groupe d’intervention de la Gendarmerie Nationale),\(^80\) the US’s Special Weapons and Tactics Teams,\(^81\) and in Russia the transition away from employing military spetsnaz such as Spetsgruppa-Alpha in this role towards a plethora of regional counterterrorism units within law enforcement.\(^82\) Nevertheless, special forces units around the world continue to be incubators for new tactics in this mission set and are often drawn upon in crises. In some countries, including the UK, domestic counterterrorism remains a military capability.

The creation of these highly precise and discretionary tactics, however, has broadened the special forces repertoire to involve the kill-or-capture raid that is distinct from the raiding and interdiction function practised against enemy installations and strictly military targets. The War on Terror has seen the skills developed for counterterrorism response combined with the raid to create a means of isolating and eliminating identified individuals.\(^83\) These activities have elements of covert operations in the secrecy that governs their planning and execution but are also reminiscent of high-profile domestic counterterrorism missions in the publicity that is often


\(^78\) The US disputes the International Committee of the Red Cross’s view that the use of expanding ammunition is a violation of customary international war in all conflicts. See International Committee of the Red Cross, ‘Rule 77. Expanding Bullets’, <https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/v1_rul_rule77>, accessed 18 February 2021.

\(^79\) Ben Knight, ‘Germany Expands Anti-Terror Squad GSG 9’, DW, 15 January 2018.


\(^81\) Prem Mahadevan, The Role of SWAT Units (Oslo: Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies, 2012).


\(^83\) There are historical precedents, such as the British Night Squads in Palestine in the 1930s, see Matthew Hughes, ‘Terror in Galilee: British-Jewish Collaboration and the Special Night Squads in Palestine using the Arab Revolt, 1938–39’, Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History (Vol. 43, No. 4, 2015), pp. 590–610, but this did not shape the formation of the kill-or-capture raiding of the War on Terror.
given to them by governments after their successful conclusion. The most famous examples might be the raids to kill Osama bin Laden\textsuperscript{84} and Abu Bakr al Baghdadi.\textsuperscript{85} There have been a great many – at times nightly – raids that have not received comparable attention or publicity, unless they have gone wrong.\textsuperscript{86} These raids also differ from comparable activities pursued in conventional war in that they assume a level of permissibility in the surrounding environment that would be difficult to achieve against a state adversary. It is this hybrid mission set that has most brought publicity to special forces units.

**Limitations of Special Forces**

Beyond the roles outlined above there is an assortment of specialist functions that have often fallen to special forces, including combat search and rescue,\textsuperscript{87} seizing oil rigs,\textsuperscript{88} supplying bodyguards to high-value individuals, underwater explosive ordinance disposal, and counterproliferation missions. The specific roles vary by state. Nevertheless, the core roles outlined in this chapter highlight some consistent drivers for why tasks are assigned to special forces rather than conventional units. Special forces units can be assigned responsibilities in a conventional context and in some circumstances will perform these tasks effectively.\textsuperscript{89} However, because policymakers have in many cases become accustomed to the assurance offered by special forces and appreciate the ability to direct tactical activity, there is a risk that special forces are inappropriately tasked. This constitutes a strategic risk because special forces are a finite resource and will always constitute a small proportion of a country’s military. When considering new missions that arise from the future operating environment, therefore, it is important to ask whether tasks assigned to special forces fall into these categories. Just because special forces can conduct a mission does not mean that they should.

It is important to understand why special forces will always be limited in number. The foremost consistent trait necessary across the missions outlined above is the ability to continue to work creatively and dynamically while unsupported and under considerable pressure. A second common characteristic is creativity. Attacking a conventional unit with an insurgent force, avoiding detection when conducting strategic reconnaissance, planning and executing a successful assault on a defended position or causing disproportionate disruption all require innovative tactics that achieve surprise. The method and the mindset are not refinements of

\textsuperscript{84} Bowden, *The Finish*.
conventional tactics; in fact, special operations must often invert conventional operational concepts. The psychological traits required to do this are not prioritised in conventional forces. While conventional forces are expected to be creative and dynamic in problem-solving, they are also required to do this rigidly within defined boundaries – often literally lines on their maps – in order to deconflict with other units and to enable the coherence of the wider scheme of manoeuvre. Conventional forces rely on people to maximise their creativity within the box. Moreover, military education and training emphasises that success is delivered by doing an assigned task to the best of one’s ability in support of a team and in the belief that the team will similarly apply their skills to offer maximum support in return. In a special forces context, by contrast, personnel are required to think creatively about the boundaries of the box and are expected to flexibly adapt their role to make up for an absence of supporting formations.

That special forces are selected for different attributes from conventional units suggests that the former should accept direct entry from outside the military, since this would increase the potential pool of people with the requisite mindset. The problem with this is the assurance that special forces must offer because of the high stakes involved in the tasks assigned to them. Training does not replicate the stress of combat. In combat there will be a proportion of people who will psychologically struggle to be effective, and it is very difficult to predict who this will be. It does not correlate with competence demonstrated in training. In a large conventional unit, if a proportion of the force struggle when first exposed to combat it does not cripple the unit, but because special forces operations usually require a small signature and rely on extremely small teams, the impact of an individual struggling under stress can be mission critical. For this reason, special forces tend to require personnel to have already served for some time in the military before going through selection. Drawing on experienced personnel ensures a common basic set of skills and increases the proportion of the force with combat experience whose performance under fire is therefore likely to be more assured. This is not to argue that special forces cannot accept direct entry from outside the military but doing so significantly increases both the training required and the risk in deploying these personnel for the first time.

The combination of military proficiency and independent resilience is rare. Militaries place great emphasis on uniformity, reliability, teamwork and group identity. Special forces demand that personnel continue to exercise their functions competently and creatively in the absence of the supporting group. Given the resources expended in training special forces candidates will likely continue to be selected from the military and since only a proportion of service personnel have the requisite traits, this limits the pool of available candidates. Studies in the US have shown that if a special forces unit seeks to expand beyond about 3% a year it will suffer from a diminution of its quality. The exact number will vary depending on the military culture from which special forces are generated, but where an army might increase the proportion of combat

engineers by training more engineers, the number of special forces personnel cannot be readily increased while retaining the level of assurance that policy often demands.

Limiting the size of special forces units is also important for their internal culture. Units that are required to maintain a high degree of discretion and secrecy form distinct and sometimes quite intense internal cultures.\(^\text{92}\) This can create highly dedicated, professional and motivated groups. It can also turn sour. This is especially true in a context where personnel are routinely exposed to and participate in violence, with an operational mandate that often makes oversight and the enforcement of rules difficult, so that there is an increased risk of moral corrosion. A demonstration of increased operational tempo, limited capacity for oversight, and moral corrosion is furnished in the findings of the Brereton Report concerning murders carried out by Australian special forces personnel in Afghanistan.\(^\text{93}\) In the first instance, a smaller group makes it easier to actively shape the culture, and culture and values are critical to ensuring that special forces behave appropriately. Second, small groups – if they do turn sour – can be broken up and disbanded while minimising the collateral damage of such a decision. This was recently carried out by the German Bundeswehr after it became apparent that a special forces company had a disproportionate number of members of the far right in its ranks.\(^\text{94}\) Where a special forces unit has become large and its culture has been corrupted, standards and professionalism can unravel, while the necessarily limited oversight can jeopardise the capacity to reassert control.\(^\text{95}\)

The discretion with which special forces must operate limits their optimal and viable size. Large defence establishments are difficult to conceal. Once their location, nomenclature and past operations become known, members of the organisation are increasingly likely to be identified. A further challenge is that while small groups working on a need-to-know basis are restrained in breaching confidences, large organisations can leak, with the cost of tracking down the source being high to the point of counterproductive. Again, therefore, this makes expanding special forces a risk to the effectiveness of the force. The need for discretion also requires special mechanisms for oversight. As the scale of special forces activity increases there is a risk that oversight becomes insufficient because the number of parallel activities can become lost in the noise or overwhelm oversight bodies. Alternatively, if oversight bodies are enlarged then this creates complex and expensive bureaucracies that are themselves vulnerable to


\(^{95}\) Consider, for example, the abuses that became prevalent in Israel’s Shin Bet, the internal security service, and the ways in which the institution sought to avoid accountability for them rather than address its moral corrosion. See Bergman, *Rise and Kill First*, pp. 277–96.
hostile penetration or accidental leakage. There is therefore a practical limit to the size of clandestine communities.

The fact that special forces are a finite resource matters because the tasks outlined in this chapter are ones that conventional forces cannot take over. If it is accepted that special forces are necessarily limited in number and that these missions will continue to be relevant, the prioritisation of these missions within special forces units will be critical to ensuring that they are appropriately organised, equipped and trained to meet the demands of policymakers. Furthermore, since it is difficult to increase the numbers of special forces, it is important to ask whether they are able to deliver these tasks with sufficient assurance given the evolving environment in which they are conducted. If special forces units are not optimised for the operating environment, states risk losing them, which would be deleterious to their ability to pursue certain policies. The next chapter considers how the operating environment within which special forces pursue their missions is changing.
II. Challenges for Special Forces in the Future Operating Environment

The operating environment is defined by the interaction between the policy priorities that generate tasks for special forces, the geographical, political, economic and demographic context in which operations will be implemented, and the adversary’s posture and capabilities. This chapter seeks to consider how these factors will shape both the balance of effort between special forces missions that will likely be required in the future operating environment and how the challenge of carrying out these missions is changing. In some respects, this may require a return to older techniques. In others there are new requirements. The particular points that are considered include: the diversification of actors in the area of operations; the return of overt competition between states; the impact of modern sensor capabilities; and the implications of modern targeting on individuals. These factors will likely shift the priorities for special forces and the risks in pursuing their core tasks.

The Diversification of Military Actors

The future operating environment is likely to see the fragmentation of political, fiscal and military institutions, driven by multiple converging trends. Socially, the availability of live communications in the hands of every human allows for social groupings to transcend geography. This creates international social networks built around values or shared interests in which there is necessarily a process of internationalised cultural entanglement. These networks often lack a fixed centre of gravity or clear hierarchy that allows them to be reliably co-opted by a single state. Whether they comprise environmental activists, religious movements, or simply a shared appreciation for videos of cats, people now receive their news and information and are exposed to ideas from an increasing number of self-curated information eco-systems. International networks are not new.

but they have never previously existed at such a scale and have lacked the instant connectivity that today allows synchronicity between such groups around the world.\textsuperscript{100} For the state this changes its relationship with its citizens because they are becoming a diversifying constellation of communities less uniformly exposed to the deliberate crafting of identity traditionally practised by states.\textsuperscript{101} Instead groups form in a manner closer to the original conception of national identity formation.\textsuperscript{102} The state therefore has less capacity to curate and control the information citizens receive and simultaneously will find it harder to understand the views of its citizens, because they are receiving information from a diversifying and inconsistent range of sources. Even authoritarian governments that invest heavily in control of their citizens are primarily functioning as influencers and shapers of the information environment with a unity of purpose and an expanded tool set, rather than as active controllers of what is published and distributed.\textsuperscript{103} Now that every citizen is a producer and consumer of information the volume defies pre-emptive censorship.\textsuperscript{104} This turns civilians into actors who are able to shape military operations in ways that are more deliberate and yet diffuse than has historically been the case. In the first place, within minutes of an operation occurring people will record and publish information about it. For example, following the assassination in Yemen of the Houthi politician Saleh al-Samad in April 2018, video appeared within hours of the strike of the UAV feed, the operations room from which the strike was observed and of several international actors working with those seeking to benefit from the operation.\textsuperscript{105} Such information can rapidly be collated and used for offensive purposes by activists. Bellingcat, for example, is rapidly developing a reputation for exposing Russian GRU operations and operatives in a way that increasingly exposes Russian actors to reprisals from their state competitors.\textsuperscript{106} Bellingcat is itself a geographically dispersed network, independent of states, yet Moscow’s activity against it would necessarily bring Russia into further tension with the states whose citizens and values are being threatened. The body of material emanating from the operating environment and diversity of networks interested in it must necessarily affect special forces who aim to operate in a discrete or covert posture.

\begin{footnotes}
\item[105] Rawan Shaif and Jack Watling, ‘How the UAE’s Chinese-Made Drone is Changing the War in Yemen’, \textit{Foreign Policy}, 27 April 2018.
\item[106] Elliot Higgins, \textit{We Are Bellingcat: An Intelligence Agency for the People} (London: Bloomsbury, 2021).
\end{footnotes}
The diversification of transnational communities able to affect the operating environment is accompanied by economic globalisation. Expanding populations are intensifying dependence upon international supply chains. Precisely because critical economic infrastructure and resources are located in multiple countries it follows that a state cannot exercise control over all of its dependencies. Even states such as Russia that have worked hard to ensure domestic control of defence-related materials has had military production disrupted by its aggression towards Ukraine, while the Kremlin tries and fails to encourage wealthy Russians to repatriate their money. Supranational entities can stabilise variables for states where the states involved agree to pool their sovereignty, as with members of OPEC. More often, however, the transnational coordination of these activities will be vested in corporations. In some cases, these may be state-owned enterprises, but even then, they will have interests that are difficult to reconcile with the state’s and will be subject to laws and influence from the multiple states and entities with which they must cooperate. Given the level of interdependence in these relationships, governments must increasingly evaluate and account for corporate interests if they wish their policies to be effective. States supporting corporate interests is not new, but today states have a diminishing ability to control corporations. A good example of these dynamics are provided by the seizure of a British-flagged tanker by Iran in the Strait of Hormuz in July 2019. Although the UK clearly had a range of security interests at stake amid escalating tensions with Iran, its most acute concern was that there would be a move by vessels to abandon the British flag and as a result the response was managed by the Department for Transport rather than

112. For instance, the disputes between the UK and the EU over AstraZeneca’s provision of Covid-19 vaccines. See Katya Adler, ‘Covid Vaccines: EU Tussle with UK over AstraZeneca Escalates’, *BBC News*, 22 March 2021.
the Ministry of Defence. In this instance, the need to protect shipping in one location caused serious disruption to the Royal Navy’s posture and readiness. It is clear how vulnerable the UK could have been to a coordinated campaign covertly targeting British-flagged ships across a wider area. It would have rapidly outstripped the prevention capacity of conventional forces. This example is illustrative, therefore, of how special forces might be employed for raiding in the future and their role in deterring such activities. Indeed, when conflict erupted in Ukraine in 2014 it is worth noting that Russian special forces conducted attacks against Ukrainian interests internationally, and sought to deter external actors from working with Ukraine.

Politically there is a trend simultaneously towards internationalisation, localisation and disaggregation, ironically driven by the same factors that have led economic and social structures to become transnational. In the first instance, increasing population size and density has added complexity to localised administration and therefore created more layers between national and municipal governments. This has led to the expansion of mayoral authority governing growing cities, devolved power to provincial administration, and an increased articulation of local political ambitions. Indeed there is a plethora of territories seeking autonomous or semi-autonomous governance from Kurdistan to Scotland. These are not entirely new phenomena; they hark back to the early modern era in Europe. But it does suggest an end to the state-centric dynamics that dominated the late 19th and most of the 20th centuries.

Sean McFate described this emerging political environment as ‘neo-medievalism’. States remain hugely powerful, but they are also increasingly the most powerful individual power within a constellation of political and social authorities, rather than holding a monopoly.

119. The Accidental Guerrilla phenomenon, both a reaction against and embrace of globalisation, as posited by David Kilcullen, was not only pertinent in the context of insurgencies. See David Kilcullen, The Accidental Guerrilla: Fighting Small Wars in the Midst of a Big One (New York, NY: Hurst, 2011).
120. Stuart Corbridge et al., Seeing the State: Governance and Governmentality in India (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005).
122. This is both from expanding supranational structures, see Anthony Clark Arend, Legal Rules and International Society (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), and from sub-national structures.
These trends manifest very differently in strong as opposed to weak states, and these differences are in many ways most distinct within the context of security. For states with stable governments there is likely to be a growing trend of military privatisation both in providing security to multinational corporations and in contracted support to national military operations.124 In some countries, such as the UAE125 and Russia,126 this has seen private military contractors engage in direct military functions abroad.127 China’s extensive use of private security to protect its Belt and Road Initiative and other economic projects is also instructive.128 In the UK, the provision of maritime security is a good example of private military forces protecting vital economic arteries.129 There is also likely to be a growing presence of private companies in the provision of intelligence and analytical support to policing,130 and since the same companies are often involved in military activity, there is a grey area between fighting and law enforcement.131 This latter point is further enhanced by the aforementioned expansion of military-style counterterrorism units in regional police forces.

In weaker states – where a government is less able to guarantee the security of citizens – the proliferation of localised power structures is being shown in the multiplication of violent non-state actors.132 From localised militias to organised crime, terrorist organisations and armed political movements, there is a decreasing hold on the state’s monopoly over violence. Even where armed force is concentrated in organisations affiliated with the state, the wielding of state
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129. Since global shipping insurance is centred in London, and piracy has led to a requirement for armed guards on shipping in order to keep premiums at an acceptable level, British policy has created a boom in private maritime security, see House of Commons, Foreign Affairs Select Committee, ‘Piracy off the Coast of Somalia’, <https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201012/cmselect/cmfaff/1318/131807.htm>, accessed 2 May 2021.
badges by private armies is a real threat. These trends are further exacerbated by the steady proliferation of sophisticated weaponry and the fact that across South America, Africa and the Middle East, states are facing challenges that their governments are unable to resolve. These include climate change, the effects of which encourage competition between communities.

The implications of these dynamics on conflict are complex. During the War on Terror it became widespread for states to violate one another’s territory on the basis that a nation was ‘unwilling or unable’ to rein in non-state actors operating from their soil. In some cases such arrangements have become enshrined in agreements between states, as among the G5 in the Sahel. Whatever the merits of this legal doctrine, it has become increasingly prevalent in practice. Yet as states become less able to control the groups that operate within their territory and security interests become increasingly international, the drivers for cross-border violence expand. Similarly, as information flows globally, so do threats such as terrorism, suddenly creating a transnational virus that is beyond the reach of national law enforcement. The result is that states have a growing range of reasons to intervene on one another’s soil without necessarily being in conflict with the host government or with many of the local armed actors that share the operating environment.

These dynamics have a number of effects on special forces. First, operations against specific actors on another state’s territory may be carried out with or without that state’s knowledge. The latter requires such operations to be pursued in a covert posture, putting them firmly within the responsibilities of special forces. Furthermore, the skills required to maintain a covert posture are becoming more specialised in an operating environment where a majority of the population has the means to capture and broadcast events around them in real time and may find the presence of strangers in their community – especially if violence has recently broken out in the area – noteworthy and worth sharing. Even without the requirement for covert activity, however, the need for discretion and the discerning use of force is paramount. In an environment inhabited by multiple security actors it is often critical to a mission’s success that the target is appropriately selected and identified and that there are no collateral casualties.
from other security actors in the environment who might mount a backlash against the force.\textsuperscript{139} This creates a need for unobserved strategic reconnaissance to understand the human terrain within which an operation might be mounted and requires a considerable level of fire discipline noting that the complexity and scale of opposition is likely to multiply as more local actors are drawn into a conflict. For example, raiding against corporate entities can be envisaged across a wide geographic area tied to a state, which necessitates operations in areas where local security forces are not the target. Conventional forces would likely end up fighting multiple actors in traversing such terrain. Special forces, by contrast, might operate either covertly or co-opt one local actor to help fight another.

The future operating environment therefore is likely to see a greater emphasis on a blended set of missions between partnered operations and fomenting rebellion and insurgency. The blending of these missions reflects the fact that a state-centric dynamic where national forces occupy ground and external actors try and provoke the population to attack the occupiers fails to consider the range of security actors that may be present. Moreover, many of the security actors in a territory disproportionately influenced by a state are likely to straddle national borders. The traditional dichotomy between state and non-state actors also fails to properly account for the diversity of quasi-state actors that operate in weaker states. In an operating environment where a large footprint risks causing friction with diverse armed groups (most of which are not enemies of a foreign power, but who will potentially fight intruders), the ability to enable local forces through training and the provision of capabilities beyond their usual capacity is likely a more palatable means of operating than large conventional deployments. There will need to be conventional contributions to such operations, not least to avoid special forces units being overcommitted. Mechanisms for special forces will need to be introduced therefore to conduct strategic reconnaissance and establish relationships that can then be handed over to conventional training forces or contractors to free up special forces capacity. But providing the situational awareness and force protection to enable these conventional deployments will fall heavily on special forces in the first instance, especially in a context of renewed great power competition.

**Great Power Competition**

There is a tendency by some to view the emerging global political environment as a ‘new Cold War’.\textsuperscript{140} It is clear that there has been a transition in the grammar of global politics over the past decade that raises some considerations familiar to ‘Cold Warriors’. Nevertheless, this harking back to the 20\textsuperscript{th} century conceals more than it reveals, for the contemporary operating environment is also quite different. The first important difference is that during the Cold War the Soviet Union was ideologically committed to promoting revolution internationally. While the extent of active Soviet support for specific revolutionary movements waxed and waned, the ideology that was promoted fostered revolution. The trajectory of a major war could also be charted to the metre in Europe, with NATO war plans explicitly aimed at defending key points

\textsuperscript{139} Kilcullen, *The Accidental Guerrilla*.

\textsuperscript{140} Robert Kaplan, ‘A New Cold War Has Begun’, *Foreign Policy*, 7 January 2019.
and the Soviet Union’s drawn up to overrun Western Europe.\textsuperscript{141} The bipolarity of the Cold War is often over-emphasised,\textsuperscript{142} but the fact that it emanated from an ideological struggle shaped the displacement activity that drew in more powers.

The new era of competition is different. The three power centres of the US, Russia and China create a situation in which escalation to large-scale warfighting between any two powers must ultimately advantage the third.\textsuperscript{143} Perhaps more importantly, while the points of friction in the Arctic and South China Sea are clear, they are also limited.\textsuperscript{144} There is no global ideological vision among any of the parties. That does not mean that local conflict will not lead to general conflict.\textsuperscript{145} The First World War should provide a clear reminder of how the local can rapidly become global.\textsuperscript{146} Nevertheless, it is clear that the powers will endeavour to geographically isolate flashpoints, as reflected in the Chinese concept of fighting ‘local wars under informatised conditions’,\textsuperscript{147} in Russia’s pursuit of broadening its escalation options to expand its activities prior to crossing nuclear thresholds,\textsuperscript{148} and in the US by an emphasis on calibrated force posture and penetration of stand-off, which is explicitly aimed at enabling theatre access to contest identified and localised areas of conflict.\textsuperscript{149} In the absence of a clear ideological and systemic confrontation, much of the competition between these powers is likely to play out around the world in a struggle for influence, and in the supply chains and extraterritorial interests that provide leverage. Furthermore, if the Cold War saw countries flip between ‘capitalist’ and

\textsuperscript{141} The CIA assessed in 1985 that Soviet war plans anticipated achieving 1,200 km of penetration across a 700-km frontage within 20–30 days of a general war, and that this was premised on an overestimation of NATO forces in the European theatre of operations. See CIA, ‘Soviet Strategy and Capabilities for Multitheater War’, National Intelligence Estimate, June 1985, p. 10.


\textsuperscript{143} Although the Sino-Russian conflict was a dynamic competition in the Cold War, China was not sufficiently powerful and had too little international reach to play a comparable role to the one it performs today. See Paul Stronski and Nicole Ng, ‘Cooperation and Competition: Russia and China in Central Asia, the Russian Far East, and the Arctic’, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 28 February 2018.
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'communist' orbits, the present competition is liable to see activities by competitors continue in countries side by side. There is a growing use of military and security means to gain and cement economic and political ties, as well as a strong incentive for these parties to fix and disrupt the activities of competitors.

These competitive dynamics create a number of tasks and challenges for special forces. If it is accepted that the diffusion of military actors and national infrastructure will see competition demand that militaries enter theatres with a small footprint, and that special forces will be critical for building access for conventional units, then disrupting special forces activity becomes a means of curtailing a competitor’s influence. The US has adopted a new policy of explicitly sanctioning and indicting adversary personnel who operate against Washington’s interests.\footnote{150} Initially limited to cyber criminals, this activity has expanded to organisations such as the IRGC Quds Force and those that work with it.\footnote{151} European powers – including Britain – have subsequently started to explicitly call out and expose Russian covert operations.\footnote{152} United States Africa Command has similarly called out Russian actors entering Libya.\footnote{153} These actions represent a change in policy and approach. They reflect a campaign by competitors to expose and constrain attempts to exert influence in third countries.

The implications of exposure go far beyond reputation. Because modern communications provide time- and location-stamped data, fuelling interest in the presence of an external power in an operating environment enables targeting by hostile special forces or by other actors in the security environment. Iraq provides an instructive example. The persistent attention drawn to locations where US and UK forces are based – and the locals that work with them\footnote{154} – has enabled a prolonged campaign of attacks carried out by local groups.\footnote{155} Although these attacks have not killed many US and UK personnel, they have imposed force protection constraints that

\footnote{151}{Colin Clarke and Ariane Tabatabai, ‘The U.S. Designated the Revolutionary Guards as a Terrorist Group. What Happens Next?’, \textit{RAND Blog}, 11 April 2019.}
\footnote{152}{Western states have begun to publicly highlight Russian covert activity as a means of disrupting it. See, for example, Jon Henley, ‘Visual Guide: How Dutch Intelligence Thwarted a Russian Hacking Operation’, \textit{The Guardian}, 4 October 2018.}
\footnote{154}{Larisa Brown, ‘Iraqi Interpreters Ask Britain for Sanctuary After Death Threats’, \textit{The Times}, 26 February 2021.}
have inhibited coalition forces from functioning in the operating environment while expanding the freedom of manoeuvre for Iranian actors.

During the War on Terror, special forces have become accustomed to what might be described as operating with a discrete posture: that is, as overt military forces but trying to keep a low profile. By operating from isolated bases this has allowed for high-tempo raids across geographic areas of concern.\(^\text{156}\) This posture is likely to be increasingly difficult to maintain. Either it will become necessary to put sufficient force protection and joint assets in place to defend these operating bases – requiring a large conventional deployment – or it will be necessary for special forces to adopt a covert profile, embedded with local groups. For local groups to provide the appropriate cover also requires sustained and deep relationships of trust that call for longer-term bets on partners rather than short and transactional deployments. At a time when hostile state and non-state actors have ready access to long-range precision strike capabilities the dispersion of troops to poorly protected bases is a recipe for casualties.\(^\text{157}\) Incidents such as that in the Euphrates Valley in 2018, where US forces decisively engaged a large number of Russian mercenaries, demonstrate the risk that isolated forces can come under attack from hostile great power competitors.\(^\text{158}\) There is also a risk that Western states learn the wrong lessons from the Euphrates Valley incident because in that instance special forces were supported by overwhelming air support assigned to Operation \textit{Inherent Resolve}, but this is unlikely to be available in other arenas of competition. This is especially true in skies where there is a greater threat to aircraft, which would include areas of direct rather than indirect competition where great powers have significant interests, such as in the High North or South China Sea.

\section*{Fighting Through the Sensors}

As already stated, great power competition is likely to see a struggle for influence across a wide geographic area. It also encompasses deterrence and potential flashpoints over concentrated areas where great power interests collide. Here there is a risk of conflict in which, similar to the recent fighting in Nagorno-Karabakh in 2020,\(^\text{159}\) clashes between Indian and Chinese troops in the Ladakh,\(^\text{160}\) or the Falklands War in 1982, warring parties will strive to localise fighting for fear of runaway escalation. The challenge confronted by conventional forces in such localised conflicts is increasingly the assurance of theatre access. The density of high-fidelity sensors and the increasing range of and seeker performance of missiles is driving back ships, aircraft
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and echelons. Various problematised as anti-access area denial,\textsuperscript{161} or layered stand-off,\textsuperscript{162} this challenge is now central to warfighting concepts for militaries. US multi-domain operations, for example, calls for forces to penetrate and thence disintegrate layered stand-off to allow close combat forces to reach their objectives. Within this framework, special forces are seen as critical to finding the components of anti-access systems and either destroying them or fixing them for attack from joint assets. Russian warfighting concepts also place a heavy emphasis on special reconnaissance actions with special forces penetrating far behind the enemy to disrupt their assembly and projection.\textsuperscript{163}

Assumptions about the ability of special forces to conduct this task, however, are worth scrutinising. For special forces, the problem is worse than for conventional units. Conventional units are primarily concerned about enemy sensors acquiring track quality data against them, enabling targeting. Special forces, by contrast, who rely on surprise for their effects or hope to conduct strategic reconnaissance, must avoid detection altogether. Against a peer adversary, the aircraft that conduct parachute insertions have large radar cross-sections and are no longer viable, save in the most permissive of environments.\textsuperscript{164} The technique may still have value in rapidly approaching non-state actors in remote regions, but is not a sound proposition in warfighting. Helicopters have historically provided a means of evading detection by working their way into enemy airspace at low altitude.\textsuperscript{165} The increasing proliferation of airborne active electronically scanned array radar, however, means that helicopters will struggle to remain undetected. There are limited radar shadows from overhead observation, helicopter radar cross-sections will remain quite distinct,\textsuperscript{166} and radar that are able to adjust their focus and intensity are well suited to picking up and tracking objects from clutter. In areas like the High North, for example, small numbers of Mig-31BMs or A-50s can monitor a vast area.\textsuperscript{167} Long-range vehicle insertion is not viable in densely populated terrain because it would be observed and is favoured in remote open country. Here, however, it becomes vulnerable to detection

from Ground Moving Target Indication (GMTI) radar,\textsuperscript{168} which is similarly proliferating and able to sweep a large area. Submarine-based insertion is much less susceptible to detection, but is clearly restricted to littoral environments, while the restrictions on equipment that can be deployed via these means must limit the range of troops once inserted.

The challenge becomes more problematic against military targets from the mixture of automated security and stand-off sensors that are now part of military formations. Electronic warfare (EW) systems are not new, but they are proliferating.\textsuperscript{169} The first issue is that EW systems today can capture a range of communications emissions. There is also the ability to detect the functioning of unshielded electronic devices carried by personnel, such as watches, at considerable distances. Communications transmissions can be very brief and hard to pinpoint. But once a system has noticed that emissions are emanating on an unusual frequency or from where they do not routinely, then the area can be subjected to more sensitive and precise monitoring, or an adversary can begin to jam certain frequencies within a defined area.\textsuperscript{170} Jamming may deny communications. But limited jamming can have more useful effects, either forcing the emitting source to increase its power level and thereby increase the signature, making detection easier, or forcing the emitter to move to another part of the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS). Narrowing the bands within which communications can take place similarly narrows the focus for monitoring and can help to flush out military signals from civilian noise in an electromagnetic environment.

Once an anomalous signal is detected, stand-off sensors have the advantage that they can make the assignment of patrols and other stand-in assets much more efficient. This could be done using GMTI radar to detect movement, even in quite dense terrain, over limited distances. The next layer would be electro-optical sensors mounted on masts or UAVs that could use thermal imaging to scan for personnel within a defined area. These technologies do not overcome the need to interdict an identified target with personnel, but they mean that a small number of personnel can monitor a large area and only go to the lengths of patrolling if they detect an anomaly. These systems also reduce the human oversights that have often allowed special forces to exploit lazy or neglectful monitoring of surveillance systems. For example, in a sub-zero environment a sentry is more likely to respond to an indication of movement against a stretch of fencing by dismissing it as an animal and checking it in the morning if it means they have to physically walk to the point as opposed to launching a small quadcopter to examine it. Rather than having to go out into the cold to either find a false alarm or else run into armed enemies, the sentry can break the monotony of guard duty by flying a UAV, and if it does turn out to detect an intrusion can then confront it while prepared and having called for assistance.


The proliferation of EW equipment, UAVs, and thermal and infrared optics—even among non-state forces\textsuperscript{171}—poses a particular challenge for Western special forces because of the experiences of the War on Terror. For the past 30 years, Western special forces have ‘owned the night’ and made use of an expanding range of tactical communications systems, electronic accessories and high signature supporting assets such as gunships and UAVs. These systems will continue to be prominently employed on operations in permissive environments because the advantages they offer are considerable. However, it also means that operational experience, even down to basic personal administration, in permissive environments is not only a poor preparation for facing a state adversary but ingrains bad habits. There are techniques to reduce the risk of exposure to the sensors outlined over the preceding paragraphs. The mission is not impossible. But to perform these roles effectively requires precision and discipline. It must be practised, and insertion in this context is also entirely distinct from techniques in permissive environments. For the US, mass has allowed a significant proportion of Special Operations Command to shift to address the challenge posed by hostile state actors. For other NATO members, however, special forces are already widely committed. Policymakers must therefore consider carefully whether they are giving their special forces units sufficient leeway to prepare for the missions that will be demanded of them in the most dangerous of contingencies.

The difficulty of infiltrating hostile territory against the full array of modern sensors suggests that accessing the area pre-conflict in a covert posture offers considerable advantages. Here too, however, the density of sensors is changing how such operations must be carried out. Today’s major airports have three independent points to check that a person’s identity corresponds with their documentation and that neither has changed during their travel through the process. Monitoring of groups through networked cameras will extend across most of the transportation links connecting a modern airport to the cities it services. Areas of the airport will be monitored by behavioural specialists, looking for suspicious activity.\textsuperscript{172} The time taken for a person to traverse key points will be detected by logging the unique pattern of radiation emitting from their body and shaped by the items they wear or carry in their pockets. Unique identifiers are also taken by tracking mobile phones and other electronic devices, while these devices can be penetrated by a range of stand-off systems if they connect to networks controlled by third parties. In countries with strong privacy legislation much of this data is anonymised at capture as the intent is to gather aggregated data on footfall and time spent exposed to advertising or in shops.\textsuperscript{173} Security records will similarly be held for a limited period, although they do enable rapid and detailed analysis of who a person of interest interacts with. In states with less robust privacy

legislation, much of this information – especially against groups deemed to be associated with countries or identities of interest – can be stored and cross-examined with other archived records. This, in combination with intelligence generated through active means against an adversary force, can provide an archive of unique identifiers that allow the personnel of an adversary military to be rapidly identified and monitored. Airports are a particularly intrusive surveillance environment, but much of the technology is proliferating into wider use.\textsuperscript{174} Special forces – who inevitably fall within narrow identity groups – will often find that though there may be a large number of people in a space, that does not mean that there is a large amount of noise within which they can hide. For many of the monitoring systems employed today special forces are no longer anonymous but unique data-sets that can be tracked over time. Again, this presents challenges for special forces that have historically been valued in part for their flexibility. As special forces are widely deployed around the globe to confront sub-peer opponents, they rarely practise the full gamut of mitigations against identity capture when operating in comparatively permissive environments. Yet this means that they may struggle to be reassigned to penetrate a non-permissive environment if a surge in capacity becomes necessary. Policymakers are therefore likely to need to choose whether they wish to hold back personnel from partnered operations or counterterrorism missions in order to preserve their admissibility into hostile environments.

**Personalised War**

The use of passive and active sensors to identify special forces is much easier if an adversary knows their identity to begin with. In a context where social media creates a substantial archival footprint of people’s lives, and in which cyber attacks will often provide lists of personnel and their posts within national bureaucracies,\textsuperscript{175} it is increasingly easy to track these lists over time and build up indicators that can provide a limited target list of persons likely to have joined special forces units.\textsuperscript{176} The sudden silence or dramatic change in tone of their social media activity, the strange lack of posts and official engagements combined with a steady rise in rank within militaries, all make trackable the individual members of special forces. Furthermore, the archive of images and data that now permeates the web and the ability to interrogate it at machine speeds means that it is becoming easier to track a suspicious individual picked up through surveillance to an identifiable person.

Assassination is not new to special forces units. It has long been a mission set that special forces have carried out, albeit usually under a euphemism. Russia’s GRU continues to practise ‘wet


work’ internationally.\textsuperscript{177} Israel routinely resorts to assassination of its adversaries.\textsuperscript{178} For the West, assassination has historically been carried out by covert and clandestine forces,\textsuperscript{179} but this has arguably changed over the past 30 years. Counterterrorism – with its roots in law enforcement – has been about disrupting and therefore detaining or killing individuals identified by name. The blending of intelligence and special forces in the War on Terror has made targeted killing a central part of special forces activity.\textsuperscript{180} The West may justify this by how it categorises targets, but it must be recognised that other countries categorise things differently and are likely to build on Western actions to justify expanding a mode of fighting that they are inclined to pursue in any case. This is especially true when the West has explicitly used counterterrorism as a justification for the targeted killing of enemy special forces commanders.\textsuperscript{181}

If the logic is accepted that special forces will increasingly deploy in support of partners where adversaries are also competing for influence and that a combination of sensors and prior data about special forces organisations will leave competitors with a high volume of data about exactly who their counterparts are, the assassination of one another’s personnel may become a dynamic in a range of operating environments. This is not inevitable, but it does appear to be a plausible trajectory and policymakers should consider whether it is desirable, and if not, how it may be avoided.

Assassination of special forces may be categorised differently from attacks on conventional forces because casualties among special forces can often go unreported and therefore offer a distinct layer of escalation before overt confrontation that many states may find convenient in messaging their interests. It is also worth highlighting that such killings may become hyper-personalised, targeting individuals within an opposing force as individuals rather than purely because of their membership of a group. As the level of data about individuals increases, it becomes possible to ask the question who should be engaged and whether engaging different members of a unit either sends different messages or has a different effect. In a context where targeting as a process can draw in data about individual soldiers and details about their personal lives and backgrounds, considerations such as their family commitments may be determined to have a disproportionate effect on the morale of their comrades. These kinds of judgements may arise as a deliberate policy, or simply because the availability of such information begs the question during the targeting process. However uncomfortable, such considerations should raise questions about how special forces are selected, how their data is managed, the relationship between their deployed and non-deployed identities, and if anonymity often proves impossible, how such personalised violence is factored into concepts of deterrence and escalation.
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III. Optimising Special Forces for the Future Operating Environment

THE MISSIONS THAT special forces have historically undertaken, surveyed in Chapter I, highlight three consistent attributes that explain why these tasks are assigned to special forces rather than conventional troops: the ability to operate unsupported; the licence to operate in a covert or clandestine posture; and the assurance they offer with the highest possible tactical proficiency. The changes to the future operating environment outlined in Chapter II suggest that special forces will find an increasing demand to conduct partnered operations. At the same time, however, operating with partners will leave operators vulnerable to their identities being discovered by adversaries. Finally, the tools that offer the greatest flexibility and assurance in partnered operations — including insertion by aircraft and covering fires from the joint force accessed with flexible communications — are increasingly at odds with the capabilities required to successfully conduct strategic reconnaissance and raiding in the context of a major conflict. This chapter unpacks the implications of these challenges for how special forces units are organised, trained and fight. The key conclusions are that as it is becoming harder to shift from an overt to a covert posture, a more dedicated generation of a covert profile for a portion of the force is necessary. In the face of dense enemy sensors, troops specialised in strategic reconnaissance and raiding will increasingly need to fight unplugged. In partnered operations there is a need to reverse the present dynamic from special forces being enabled by the joint force to enabling conventional forces to work more closely with partners. Building and managing relationships in this context calls for forces to be deployed for long periods, which is difficult to balance against the nature of other special forces tasks.

Casting Shadows

On 4 March 2018, Russia’s GRU attempted to assassinate Sergei Skripal in Salisbury.\textsuperscript{182} The plot did not work out as planned. It was quickly established by the British authorities that Skripal had been attacked using a nerve agent and he received appropriate medical attention. Even more problematically for the Russians, their agents were tracked as they used the British public transport system, revealing their identities and methods.\textsuperscript{183} The identification of these GRU officers has led to ridicule at the supposed sloppiness of Russian tradecraft.\textsuperscript{184} The Russians could certainly have done things more competently. That their identification papers used their real first names, patronyms and dates of birth allowed the perpetrators, along with a large
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proportion of the unit they belonged to, to be identified. However, they are not the first to be identified in the wake of an attempted assassination. On 19 January 2010, Israel’s Mossad had a significant proportion of its targeted killing unit identified after a hit in the UAE on Mahmoud al-Mabhouh, the chief of logistics and weapons procurement for Hamas.\(^{185}\) Few would argue that the Mossad were incompetent in the art of assassination, although the repeated use of the same identification papers and their command and control process were rushed and did not stand up to scrutiny. These two incidents are indicative of the difficulties of conducting covert action today. Traditionally, covert operatives have sought to remain in the shadows, avoiding observation through a bland and forgettable demeanour, but in a world of pervasive sensors, where every individual in frame can be examined and tracked, there are few places left to hide. Instead, covert operatives must cast their own shadows. They must operate in a posture that tells a compelling and acceptable story so that those who take an interest do not hold it for long.

This requirement for active cover is not new for the intelligence services but it poses a distinct set of problems for military covert operatives. Historically, militaries have generated covert operators from the pool of special forces personnel. This has the advantage of ensuring that covert operatives are experienced and tested soldiers who have been observed under pressure. However, it also means that they conform to a narrow set of physical profiles owing to the layers of selection they have gone through, some of which have not been optimised to deliver covert operatives. For instance, a long-range patrol – critical to the strategic reconnaissance task – requires immense physical endurance. This is one reason why special forces selection tends to involve gruelling and extensive marches over difficult terrain. However, the result is a pool of talent for covert operations that almost exclusively comprises men in their 30s and 40s who appear to be lean, muscular and above average height. Unfortunately, there are a relatively limited number of legends that can explain a group of four to six men exhibiting these physical characteristics travelling together. Their service prior to joining special forces and eventually covert units also tends to lead to ingrained behaviours and mannerisms that are unfortunately quite distinctive, and even more so when observed in a group. To give one simple example of how diversity can expand options for active cover, consider the available legends for two or three male/female couples. And yet the standards required for entry to special forces units will ensure a very limited pool of female operators. This is for the simple reason that even assuming equal opportunity, there are proportionately fewer women who are tall enough and have sufficient muscle mass to pass selection. It would not be sensible to alter the requirements for troops expected to conduct long-range patrolling. The ability to haul oneself through bog, for example, is likely to be essential for these troops. But, as the proportion of body-mass that is submerged increases so does the difficulty of movement. Thus, this will discriminate against shorter candidates and therefore reduce the pool of females who can meet the standard. This is not to claim that females cannot meet the standard,\(^ {186}\) but that there are fewer candidates who will pass. Selecting covert operatives as a sub-set of personnel selected for long-range patrolling therefore appears to produce conflicting imperatives.


One way in which special forces units have sought to get around this issue is through collaboration with intelligence services. The use of civilians in permissive environments may work well, but in a context where combat is likely has also proven problematic. For example, during Operation Spring of Youth, in which Israel conducted a raid into Beirut in 1973, the Mossad found that employing operatives without military experience for strategic reconnaissance in support of special forces was a recipe for mistakes.\textsuperscript{187} There is therefore a strong argument for having a suitably diverse set of personnel organic to the unit, prepared and trained for working under combat conditions. A successful example includes SOE operations in France during the Second World War, which saw women recruited and given the same training as male counterparts.\textsuperscript{188} However, imposing the fitness standards required of troops expected to conduct long-range patrols on all those working in a covert posture is counterproductive. There is therefore a strong argument for forces expected to execute military operations in a covert posture to be separate from those tasked with long-range patrolling. Operatives who are specialised in conducting military tasks amid a human population – traversing human terrain – while they need to be fit, are less likely to be required to conduct extended marches across broken country.

Another consideration is that drawing experienced troops from special forces units for covert action means that these personnel have been in circulation for a prolonged period, conducting operations in various postures. It is likely that in a range of areas of operation they will have been identified, photographed and therefore flagged by competitors. Again, therefore, it is worth selecting candidates for covert work as a separate stream, selected from varying ages, rather than from a sub-set of the existing special forces community.

Retaining the distinct character of such a covert organisation presents cultural challenges. Special forces units are often highly exclusive in terms of what they see as meeting their standards and status. Furthermore, some special forces units gain more public exposure and therefore recognition in popular culture than others. These units tend to define the wider perception of what special forces personnel should be and in doing so inadvertently create strong incentives for parallel units to gain status by matching their aesthetic, levels of fitness and language. This gravitational cultural effect must be resisted because if a special forces community is to retain the diversity of skills and profiles increasingly required in the operating environment, it is important to assign value and recognition based on what different elements the force contributes in order to preserve the necessary diversity of appearance and approach.

The final reason for covert operations needing to be a distinct specialism is the lead time involved in modern planning. Special forces are usually classified as a strategic asset and are used to respond quickly to crises. However, as the lessons learned from the unmasking of Mossad operatives in the UAE demonstrated, the cost of rushing covert operations in the modern world is identification. This means that those tasked with covert activities must operate in a much more deliberate manner and with a distinct operational tempo from those units tasked with
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raiding or counterterrorism. The time necessary to develop plausible and robust cover, and especially to avoid detection after the event, will be vital if special forces units are to gain the licence to operate that can only be secured through assurance of success. The need to have distinct planning processes and cycles will also create intelligence and support demands that are different from those required by special forces conducting more conventional military tasks.

Fighting Unplugged

The distinct requirements for future covert operations – especially those among populations – does not eliminate the need to be able to conduct strategic reconnaissance in remote and austere environments or to conduct raids against high-value military targets. These tasks require considerable endurance, teamwork and expertise to be carried out with any confidence of success. Nevertheless, there are two distinct and bifurcating modes of operation that will increasingly shape how these operations are conducted and the skills required to prosecute them. Against sub-peer adversaries, assurance is best achieved through joint enablement consistent with techniques perfected over the past three decades. Yet against peer adversaries the capability of modern sensors means that special forces will need the confidence to fight unplugged from both much of their technology and from higher echelons. Indeed, given the scarcity of enablers across most militaries, it is the lack of a heavy demand for enablement that has historically made special forces of particular use. This has profound implications for how special forces are trained and how they fight.

Modern light infantry and cavalry tactics are highly technology dependent. Even section attacks today rely on a company net to coordinate base of fire and assault elements.\(^\text{189}\) The net has become a critical source of situational awareness and therefore comfort for soldiers on the battlefield and is central to future warfighting concepts.\(^\text{190}\) Tactical communications may be partially denied in a conventional battle, but there are ways around this problem. The signatures of the units employing communications at such a scale can be lost in the noise amid major divisional manoeuvre and masked by the deliberate inundation of enemy systems with false positives. This latter strategy is not viable for small, independent units seeking to infiltrate enemy territory. It must be stressed here that there is no halfway house. Personal devices such as watches will emit and are detectable. The intermittent blips of call and response between dispersed elements will stand out if they emanate from an area where such signals are not supposed to be. Special forces, therefore, seeking to approach targets, must minimise their communication. While there are technologies that allow for low signature transmission, they have limited bandwidth and are not easy to use. Much special forces activity in this context will need to rely on pre-planned schemes of manoeuvre, with fall-backs and reversionary courses of action in the event of desynchronisation. This in itself requires a great deal of training. Teams


must also trust each independent team leader to exercise considerable mission command to resolve the challenges that arise that could risk desynchronisation.

NATO militaries have become increasingly concerned with the need to practise fighting unplugged since Russia demonstrated the effects of offensive EW against the Ukrainian army in 2014.\textsuperscript{191} This has led to some tactical exercises assuming an EMS-denied environment, especially among Baltic state militaries anticipating being overrun by hostile forces.\textsuperscript{192} Many of the techniques for effectively conducting operations unplugged can draw on historical methods. Emissions control was well understood during the Cold War.\textsuperscript{193} The greatest barrier at present to assuring the ability to fight unplugged is that policymakers approving missions presently demand high-bandwidth transmission – often including live video – from operations as there is an expectation among commanders to know where forces are. Military or civilian chains of command are not comfortable with tactical units stopping transmitting for prolonged periods. The result is that beyond some limited tactical activities, larger exercises and actual operations continue to be conducted with a large EMS footprint. Unless policymakers appreciate the need for change, permissions will not be forthcoming to unplug, which, given the importance placed on good habits and discipline in controlling emissions, is a recipe for errors if the requirement to stop emitting becomes a sudden priority.

Beyond traditional emission control there are new threats that demand innovative solutions. The most obvious of these is thermal imaging. Its ubiquity on the modern battlefield among tactical units demands that special forces develop techniques for reducing their thermal signature.\textsuperscript{194} This includes familiarity with multi-spectral thermal sheeting, the use of which must become habitual. This is particularly important when emplacing observation posts (OPs) and other static positions and must be factored in when checking an OP’s appearance. A second requirement is to be highly conscious of observation from above given the growing availability of UAVs for over-the-hill observation.\textsuperscript{195} Combined with thermal cameras, UAVs present a challenge
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since their loitering presence risks desynchronising operations, while knocking them out attracts attention.

If it is accepted that the conduct of strategic reconnaissance and raiding will see enablers pushed back by layered stand-off, special forces must also return to conducting an extended approach to their objectives, which has not been a common feature during the War on Terror. That higher echelon capabilities cannot stand-in also leaves special forces increasingly unplugged from the firepower and situational awareness to which they have become accustomed. For maritime forces this may call for further rapid surface connector or semi-submersible capabilities to work at the seams of detection. For land insertion there is a requirement for low-signature light-mobility vehicles to enable units inserted by helicopter to manoeuvre long distances. In many environments neither of these will necessarily mitigate the need for an extended approach on foot across difficult terrain. Furthermore, for many targets special forces may increasingly need to carry capabilities to affect them, being in many cases constrained in being able to call for air strikes both because of the electronic signature of communications and the threat to aircraft within a hostile missile engagement zone. The implications of this on training are worth emphasising. The War on Terror has seen a transition from long patrols on exercises to high-tempo day-long or otherwise short operations. There is likely a need to return to the former with an emphasis on personal administration in the field; a capability that has been de-emphasised in a context where support arms are prevalent and available. There may be a need to maintain a strategic reconnaissance unit in place for a prolonged period while raiders deploy to strike what they have found. A good example is the preliminary deployment of the Grouse Team some time before\(^\text{196}\) the insertion of a raiding party for the attack on the Norsk Hydro plant during the Second World War.\(^\text{197}\) The Grouse Team were required to maintain themselves on the Hardanger Plateau for four months during winter and then conduct an extended march to escape Norway while being pursued.

**Enabling Others**

Operating by, with and through partner forces has long been a task of special forces\(^\text{198}\) and, as outlined in Chapter II, is an area of expanding importance. The US is well positioned to meet this increased area of activity since it already has in the US Army Special Forces an organisation that focuses on this function. Other states that have traditionally employed what in US parlance comprise ‘Tier One’ special forces for this role face a challenge. The UK, for example, has long used the 22 Special Air Service Regiment to support partners with great success, most famously in Oman.\(^\text{199}\) There is a growing need to dedicate units to this function that are able to optimise
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in delivering partnered operations. Effective partner force capacity building takes time and is dependent upon human relationships. Operations with partners require mutual trust and respect and that is best engendered by having a consistent relationship and communication between a patron and partner force. Keeping special forces personnel embedded with partners for a sustained period creates challenges for those that need to conduct extensive training to maintain the necessary level of proficiency for raiding and strategic reconnaissance. It also makes the personnel unavailable for highly responsive operations, although being forward deployed to an environment can enable these personnel to facilitate other special forces in accessing a theatre. Beyond the challenge of balancing training and readiness with sustained deployments, there is the challenge of identification discussed earlier. It therefore makes increasing sense to detach sustained train, advise and assist missions from units required to conduct other special forces tasks.

Partner force capacity building demands specific skill sets. The first is a body of military experience that the trainers can speak about and draw on to have credibility and gravitas with partner forces. Non-commissioned and field grade officers with time in service are better placed to function as trainers. The second is language skills and cultural expertise. Language proficiency in particular cannot be fast-tracked and takes time to learn and master. It also fixes individuals to geographic areas where they are best placed to conduct operations. Language not only enables these soldiers to develop rapport with their counterparts and to build relationships, but also improves situational awareness and is vital for force protection. This facilitates obtaining a licence to operate given that partnered operations are subject to more scrutiny and expose a force to legal and political risks that are difficult to avoid, such as the conduct of partners. Obtaining sufficient permissions from ministers necessitates accurate information and language and cultural knowledge are invaluable for building confidence that soldiers understand their environment and can move confidently within it.

For all of the above reasons special forces will remain important for conducting partnered operations. But if we accept that capacity is increasingly a problem then their relationship with conventional forces in this context is likely to have to change. During the War on Terror, special forces have benefited from an increasing level of conventional enablement. In the future operating environment special forces will be key enablers for access by the joint force. The strategic reconnaissance role, identify appropriate partners, building relationships, and negotiating access will be vital for conventional trainers, as well as military assistance from JTACs and stand-off digital effects, to be able to get permissions to deploy. This means that special forces will be most important in the early stages of a relationship when a patron is assessing a partner, although some of the individuals involved in outreach should continue to work with the partner to maintain the trust built up through individual relationships.
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The transition from being enabled by the joint force to enabling it is similarly true of strategic reconnaissance and raiding against hostile state actors. In a range of environments, the effects of layered stand-off not only require special forces to be projected further and to operate unplugged, but until key threats are identified, located and destroyed, the joint force may struggle to project into theatre. This is especially true of some of the areas of increasing economic competition where there is a comparative lack of civilian clutter and the austerity of the environment significantly reduces the size of military units that are able to function effectively. Perhaps the most relevant of these is the High North. The dense sensor arrays that watch the region, the prevalence of dual-use military and industrial infrastructure, the dependence upon undersea cables, power plants and relay stations, and the opening up of sea lanes make it an environment that is particularly favourable to the kinds of competition and warfare for which some special forces are equipped and trained. It is also an environment where adversary reconnaissance-strike complexes make access for conventional forces difficult unless the enemy’s sensors can be disrupted. Dedicating training to the Arctic environment therefore seems to be a sensible proposition for special forces expected to perform the raiding function in high-intensity conflict, as an area where the capability contributes to deterrence below and competitiveness above the threshold of armed conflict. Again, however, here it must be stressed that such missions would see special forces as a key enabler of the joint force. Rather than being able to call upon protection and fire support from conventional units, therefore, special forces would need to successfully prosecute their attacks, or to provide a critical link in the kill chain for a limited number of long-range precision strikes, as a precondition for conventional forces to enter the environment. This is worth emphasising, because the available options for extraction or for dynamic alterations to operations in progress would be severely limited. This in turn means that special forces would struggle to provide policymakers with nearly as many reversionary courses of action in case of setback, and it is important that those responsible for approving such missions understand and are prepared for the different manner in which risk will need to be discussed under these conditions.


Conclusions

THE ALLURE OF special forces to policymakers is plain: they offer a responsive tactical tool that can be assigned to confront challenges with a great deal of assurance. For this reason, policymakers have become accustomed to responding to threats by employing special forces as their preferred military instrument. This report argues that the future operating environment is likely to see an increased need for special forces as the only element of the military well suited to several critical missions, including covert strategic reconnaissance in dense human terrain, building relationships with partners in complex environments, penetrating layered stand-off to enable entry for the joint force, and raiding and deterrence in globalised competition. The size of special forces units is limited, however, and hard to expand, making the allocation of special forces to these missions a difficult policy trade-off, in which fixing troops to these tasks comes with an increased opportunity cost.

Exacerbating the resource tension in employing special forces is the fact that the future operating environment is likely to impose significant constraints on the flexibility that special forces have long enjoyed. In great power competition, adversaries will likely strive to disrupt special forces activity in semi-permissive environments and will use the data gathered from these competitive skirmishes to track and thereby foil the use of the same personnel for subsequent operations. The layers of stand-off through which forces will need to manoeuvre to conduct strategic reconnaissance and raiding will demand innovative methods of insertion, prolonged exposure to harsh environments, and comfort with working unplugged. For operators to be proficient in these techniques will require training and experimentation. But perhaps more important is the shift in mindset among policymakers and commanders to allow special forces to untether themselves. The current demand for real-time information on the location and status of units is fixing special forces to ways of operating that are not suitable for higher-risk contingencies.

Perhaps ironically, special forces have principally been specialised generalists: adaptability has been a key selling point in their policy relevance. This report argues that the discrete posture that has allowed special forces to shift between roles is becoming harder to maintain. As a result, special forces will likely have to specialise to a greater degree in separate skills, such as those who conduct strategic reconnaissance in austere terrain and raiding, those who conduct operations in a covert posture, and those who conduct partner force capacity building. There is a risk here, however, that specialisation will threaten the cohesion of the special forces community. Always competitive, special forces units tend to see themselves as superior to other elements of the group. As units specialise, however, they are liable to become more co-dependent upon one another. In this context there will need to be less cultural value placed on conformity and a wider appreciation that a diverse range of expertise contributes to making the community an effective tool.
The detail of how special forces optimise for the future operating environment will necessarily be conducted away from public view. Many of the issues raised in this report are those with which parts of the community are already grappling. The risk is that because of the secrecy in which these challenges must be addressed, policymakers fail to appreciate the scale of the task required in ensuring that special forces are able to meet the demands that they are expected to satisfy in major conflict. The willingness to extend permissions to special forces – and the reluctance to empower conventional forces – that has characterised the War on Terror risks special forces being overcommitted. It also means that conventional forces may expect a level of effect from special forces that they will struggle to meet in conflict because they have not had adequate resources or, perhaps more importantly, the time to think creatively about how to go about these challenges. Given that special forces appear to be key to confronting threats in the future operating environment it is important that policymakers ensure that the convenience of employing special forces today is not exploited to the detriment of their readiness to confront the challenges of tomorrow.
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